Why Think & Learn?

Think & Learn is a niche player in the global edutech segment. A winner of the Deloitte Fastest 50 India Award in 2012,'13,'14 and the Fastest 300 Asia Award for the last three years.

Think & Learn provides educational offerings for a lifetime with teaching skills that give students a crucial competitive advantage in learning to strengthen their basics for examinations and life not just through the app world but also through its training division - Byju's Classes. Our wide range of products includes classes for Overseas and Domestic Test Preparation courses handed over in varied formats.

The company started with a regular Classroom model and has switched over to a technology-enabled platform making it currently a 1500Crore education enterprise and easily the biggest in India. Not only has the group of passionate educators created technology platforms with in Android, it has partnered with the biggest names in different industries to create products for Tablets, apps for Android and iOS smartphones across the world touching close to one million students.

If you are passionate about making India and the world Think and Learn through various platforms, modes and pedagogies then LOOK NO FURTHER!

Our employees can look forward to multiple benefit schemes starting from incentives, impact bonuses, travel incentives, health benefits and much more. The average growth rate of our employees year on year will be anywhere between 30% to 50% yearly.